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There are some fields in which innovation is more necessary
and more expectedthan in others but in which, paradoxically, it
is harder to gain acceptancefor it.
Money, in the conceptual sensegiven to this term, is one exam..
pIe. The reason for this state of affairs is probably the very special
symbol of money as it has developed from the universal use ot"
money since time immemorial, the vital importance of money in
everyone's lives, and the questions that are asked as to its real nature.
This has given rise to a feeling that may be compared to reli..
gious experience, faith in something very important but which is
known to be beyond human understanding; the corollary to this
is the reaction of hostility and sometimes even ill will to anything
that may appear to be undermining this belief. This is the obstacle
that the two exceptional and not properly understood properties that
are expounded in this book by the "Centre Jouffroy pour la
Reflexion Monetaire" will have to overcome.
The first of these two properties is the inherent stability in real
value of an external transaction numeraire, independently of time
and place, conditions which are essential for an anchor currency
but which have never been achieved.
The second property is its suitability for successfully defending
exchange parities and eliminating any risk of crisis with no increase
in inflation and with no effects on national currencies. This is enough
to make of it the ideal stabiliser which the world has been looking
for since the beginning of this century.
It so happens that these properties are the very ones that monetary auth,orities and political leaders are calling for now becausethey'
would contribute, within the context of the Treaty of Maastricht,
to the working of the single currency and, outside that context,
because they would give monetary policy a freedom of initiative and
decision which it tragically lacks.

That is why the "Centre Jouffroy pour la ReflexionMonetaire"
hopesto find its recompensefor twenty years of hard work in the
reception given to this book.
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INTR 0 D U CIN G THE A UTH 0 R
AND THE BOOK
I must warn the reader right at the outset: this book was not written by an economist, a banker, a financial manager or a politician. It
was written by an engineerworking in a discipline that is not widely recognised and not widely practised: monetary mechanics.This term covers the conception and the assembling of the componentparts responsible for the creation, circulation and destruction of money. I must specify that money is viewed here, to use Keynes' terms, as "a mere intermediary, without any intrinsic value, which is passed from hand to
hand, is received and disappears as soon as its job is done" (1).
The monetary mechanism implied by this movement is of unparalleled importance. The extraordinary recurrences of crises which
have distinguished the history of money throughout the present century is due to deficiencies in the way this monetary mechanismoperates,
which have been too often misunderstood or misinterpreted.
Until recently, the technical means available were insufficient to
adapt international monetary organisation to a rate of change which is
accelerating in all parts of the world. The expansion of international

(1) "Essayon Money andEconomics".This view of moneyis very far from the one
thatprevaileduntil recently,of "moneyasrepresentative
of a commodity,definedby
what standsas its guarantee".It is illustratedconvincinglyin the diagrammaticpresentationsof the eurodollarandEurostable.
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trade in gopds and services has become more and more out of phase
witlh the m netary mechanismused in suchtrade.
At the heart of this mechanism lie a number of numeraires, all of
them, with ut exception, nominal national currencies, designed for use
within a St te, and none of them designed specifically as a means of
payment b tween States, even though the conditions of use are quite
different w~en a numeraire circulates for payment purposes within a
national terti tory, from when it circulates as a means of payment between natio~s, in that vast space between them which is called the xenomarket (+thich is preferable to the term "euromarket", so as to avoid
any confusiPn with the future europeaneuro).
A no~nal national currency is unstable by nature and is unsuitable for uSf as the anchor that is needed by an international monetary
system. W+ must look for that anchor elsewhere.
The euro is a happy initiative,
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The purpose of this book is to explain and demonstrate this
concept, as well as the appropriate mechanism for applying it.
On June 12, 1974, I presentedto the Societed'Economie Politique
(chainnan : Professor Jean Marczewski) a proposal for an exclusively
external transaction currency that would be constant in tenns of real
value; I called it the "Eurostable". I renewed this proposal in September of the same year in Brussels, at the annual meeting of the Association du Mont-Pelerin and then again a few months later at the sameAssociation's meeting at Hillsdale University in the United States, at a
meeting chaired by Milton Friedman. Finally, on January 19, 1981, at
the Academie des SciencesMorales et Politiques, I presented a paper
entitled "How to Institute a Constant Extra-National Currency and Put
Gold at its Service".
The concept of an exclusively external constant transaction currency, as well as the procedure for applying it, challenges some traditional notions about monetary mechanisms,particularly with respectto
bank money and clearing. I was thus led to widen the field of my studies aimed at backing up the theoretical foundation of the Eurostable
and to investigate how it could be put into practice. With this in mind,
the "Centre Jouffroy pour la Reflexion Monetaire" was created and the
Revue Politique et Parlementaire was used as a vehicle for the promotion of these ideas.
Professors Henri Guitton, a member of the Institut de France, Fritz
Machlup (University of Princeton), Robert Mundell (Columbia), Milton Friedman (Stanford), Sir Alan Walters, private advisor to Mrs.
Thatcher and Robert Triffin (Yale), all of them well-known figures in
the world of economics and monetary experts, gave me precious help
in confIrming a radically new thesis that disconcerts many people. Indeed, since money was invented, there has never been a currency that
retained its purchasing power whatever the circumstances in which it
was used.
The fact is that there is an apparent anomaly between the continuous use of a numeraire for payment purposes and unvarying purcha-
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sing power.IThe resolution of this anomaly is not easy to accept. Professor Jeant MarczeWSki said: "The demonstration
of the concept is
perfectly so nd. I have no objection to make to it. But it is too muchfor
me. De p down inside, I do not believe in it. II
I

The tit es of my books, which are listed at the beginning of this
book, refle4 the divergences betweenreceived ideas and the construction of the ijurostable.
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Lookin~ beyond EMU, the time will inevitably arrive when public
opinion, in Jf.uropeand in the world, becomesaware of the irksome and
singular fact that we have enjoyed, increasing progress in all sectors
except the o~e that is most important to human well-being, namely the
monetary sek:tor.Then the time will be ripe for the creation of several
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large currency zones in the world, each with its own neutral, extranational and constant anchor currency.
These currencies will be linked by commitments betweennational
goverments at the highest level and will help to correct any external instability which hinders the growth of trade between nations, as well as
internal instability which interferes with regulation aimed at maintaining a currency's real value (or purchasing power).
What follows is a guide that will enable the readerto find his way
through the 121 pages of this book. Let me begin with one piece of advice: don't look for what is not there, namely, political, economic or
other considerations about the advantagesor the disadvantagesof the
single currency. The only purpose of this book is to set out a proposal
aimed at correcting shortcomings in the way monetary mechanisms
function, with or without a single currency.
To begin with, there is a summary of what the euro, and then the
Eurostable, would bring to the European Monetary System in the threeyear preparatory phase Ill, the launching of which is recommended
here on the scheduled date of January 1, 1999, convergence or no

convergence.
After that, two sections summarise the progress of thought, from
the ecu to the euro and then from the euro to the Eurostable. The fact
is that no one can understand the proposal advanced in these pages without taking into account, fIrst of all, the progress in European monetary organisation that the replacement of the ecu, a dependentcomposite currency issued by a private association, by the euro, a fully-fledged and autonomous currency issued by the ECB, would represent.
Chapter 5 provides a demonstration of the concept of a constant external currency, on which all the rest relies. In chapters6, 7 and 8, the Eurostable is looked at in eachof the functions it carries out: as an anchor
currency, and reference standard with an unchanging real value, independent of time and place; as a medium of exchange and reserve instrument ; as an instrument for intervention and regulation of the foreign exchange markets freed from the two handicaps now affecting the
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use of a str ng currency in that role (a harmful secondary effect on inflation and related restriction on issue in volume terms). Chapter 9
presents th "Eurostable Banking Association" a private group of
banks for is uing and circulating the Eurostable in the euromarket, proposed as an 'nnovation intended to open the path to public institutions.
Chapter 10 shows how clearing is at the heart of the mechanism for
the creation and circulation of the Eurostable and how it applies the latest technol gical developments. In chapter 11, there is an extrapolation of the I ssonsdrawn from Europeanexperience for the international mone
system. Finally, chapter 12 offers a recapitulation of the
history of oney in this century and a plea for a monetary policy focussing on r cent technology, rather than on a mere revamping of what
is already i use.
Underl
table, first, i
in real teml
the thorny
blem that h

ing all thesepages: the two key properties of the Euross constant real value (purchasing power in the euro zone)
, and, second, its suitability as an instrument for solving
estion of the instability of the exchange markets -a pronot been solved since the disappearanceof the gold stan-

dard.
It should be pointed out, for the benefit of those who may read just
part of the ~ pose rather than all of it, that the essential features of the
Eurostable
ve been reiterated whenever that is useful, with no apology for repeti ion.

An analogous concern has led me to add to the explanations and
demonstrati ns of principles -the only ones that really count -some additional de .ls which bring the discussion closer to the concrete and
which, I ac owledge, sometimes go beyond the limits I have set for
myself, and encroach on fields which are outside the scope of this
essay.
;
The reJon for such digressions is that, in the absenceof a model
which could! be examined and a base on which the mind can rest. nui
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merous doubts and questions arise, w ich divert the discussion from
the real subject.
The readerwill have no difficulty n focussing on what is essential
and distinguishing it from details that e simply intended to appeal to
the imagination.
J. R
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Europe is the great project of our time. It is a rallying point for
peoples who have at last become aware of their common heritage.
The project of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)is part of this
overall aim. It is intended to put one and the same currency into circulation in the member Statesof the Community.
The single currency, long ignored by the public, the media and
even politicians, now occupies centre stage in the debate. There are
those who are for or against, those who are lukewarm and those who
are indifferent. Overcoming their differences, most people now agree
that there must be some kind of monetary organisation in Europe, and
that, looking beyond Europe, the time is approaching when an international monetary system that has, to its own detriment, remained untouched by the fantastic technological changes that have occurred in the
closing years of this century, will have to be renovated.
Trade in goods and services between Community member states
represents more than a third of their output. Industrialists, traders,
exporters and importers all unanimously complain that exchange rate
instability is hampering the growth of their businesses,and all demand
ways of moving from one currency to another at predictable rates that
do not vary (see Note 1 on the next page).
Failing this, the abolition of internal frontiers and the creation of
the Common Market, will prove harmful rather than beneficial. The
structure that has been patiently built up over a period of forty years
will be threatened.
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N~TES SUPPLEMENTING THE TEXT OVERLEAF
1. Inve tment usually has two objective: a) to find new outlets and
to increase roduction or to launch a new product, b) to purchasemore
productive quipment and thereby cut labour costs.
In the rst case (a) trade with foreign countries is factored into the
forecasts; n addition to the risks and uncertainties involved in any
attempt to p edict the future, there is the effect of unpredictable exchange rates, v .ations which in the past have often been greater than the
margins tha were anticipated.
In the econd case (b), the project provides a sure guarantee of
reduced ex nditure.
It is no
ge rate inst
costs rather
rather than

surprising that the increased risk that results from exchanility should orientate investment towards reducing labour
han to expansion, thus helping to increase unemployment
conomic growth.

2. Any ipolar currency has a nominal fomI and a constant fomI.
In the no .al fornI, its real value (purchasing power) is what it is
worth on t day on which it is spent. In the constant fornI, its real
value is wh t it was worth on the day it was created. On one day the
value of on unit in it constant form is thus equal to the value of the
nominal uni multiplied by the figure for the consumerprice index for
this day. Th daily price index is calculated on the basis of the latest
reported inc ease in the monthly index. Example: on September1 the
index stand at 150. The latest reported monthly increaseis 0.2 (annual
inflation rat of 2.4%). The daily index coefficient for the month is calculated by ding 0.01 to the previous index two days out of three.
3. The uro will be a nominal currency and will be used for both
internal and xternal transactions. Constantcurrencies have never been
used for an other purpose than as units of account. This book proposes that
Eurostable should be used for payment purposes in external trade, Ii e the dollar, as a medium between national currencies for
international financial and trade transactions.

This is why, faced with the failure of all the attempts that have
been made over the last 75 years to correct the congenital vice of instability that plagues the money markets, the radical step of doing away
with the said markets by creating a single currency in place of the
national currencies is undertaken despite the risk entailed in a project
that has never yet been tried.
But the final goal will not be reached as long as there are some
among the fifteen, soon to rise to twenty, member states of the
Community which have been unable, or unwilling, to join the
"European Currency Zone" or which, having joined, are unable to
remain within it. This is why the Commission in Brussels calls for the
strengthening of the EMS, even though the EMS is the very institution
that the single currency is setting out to replace.
To this end, the Centre Jouffroy is proposing the creation of an
external constant euro (Eurostable) and the procedures for the creation,
management and circulation of such a unit, the culmination of two
decadesof studies.
The Eurostable is the constant form of the nominal euro (2). It will
be reserved for foreign trade (cross-border) transactions and for circulation within the xenocurrency zone (3). Its extra-territoriality makes it
possible to endow it with constant real value (purchasing power in the
zone) that is independent of time and place, and to use it as an intervention currency on the foreign exchange market in sufficient volume
to meet any demand (4) without any pernicious secondary effects on
the national currencies used in transactions in their own territory.
To be sure, this proposal differs radically from conventional ideas
on money. It is understandablethat people should find it disconcerting.
But once the single currency programme is accepted,rejection of a proposal on grounds of incomprehension or rivalry is unjustified, when it
supplements that same programme without modifying it, and offers a
chance of successto the ambitious but still uncertain undertaking of
launching the single euro.
Public opinion concentrateson the "convergences". In fact, though
the viewpoints expressedregarding strict application "of a signed treaty" lead one to think that the convergence conditions will be relaxed
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4. It will always be possible to satisfy "demand" for Eurostable
(against we¥ currencies) whatever it is, becausethe Eurostable created will havf no internal effect on inflation or on interest rates since
they will re ain outside States, in the xenomarket. A foreign exchange crisis Ie ds to the creation of national currencies that are "in
demand".
e perverse effects of such creation of national currency on
its imflation ates, and on interest rates, restrains such "intervention".
The m kets are aware of this ever-increasing limitation on the
power of cr ation of the currency that is in demand. This is the real
cause of m et panics and of the speculation that follows them.
5. The ft t that politicians, the media and public opinion are focussing on the 'convergence criteria" has the disadvantageof distracting
attention fro,. the real problems of the current programme.
6. One f the problems that the future "EuropeanMonetary Zone"
will raise, w. I be that of preventing a Member State from tolerating, or
even causin an excessive issue of euros, taking advantageof the fact
that the dilu ion of its own money supply in that of the euro Zone
masks the in ationary effect.
7. The
terms of ano
rency), on th
other compo
minence in
ecu as an ins
rency and,

ason is that, at any given time, the value of the ecu in
er currency depends(becausethe ecu is a composite cursimultaneous values, in terms of that currency, of all the
ent currencies -and there are now 11 of them. The preerope of the Deutschmark is owed to the inferiority of the
ment for the main functions required of an anchor curre particularly, a pivotal currency in the forex.

8. Any
ding invitati
tions to bet r
ge rate as
"lnterventio
it increases
betting on it.

argin within which a currency is allowed to float is a stann to speculation, since it makes it possible for speculapeatedly on a further rise or fall in the currency's exchansoon as the rate approaches the guaranteed limit.
"at unannouncedexchangerate levels is preferable, since
e uncertainty about the rate trend and hence the risk of
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and that the loopholes offered by the Maastricht Treaty will be fully
exploited, to everyone's advantage(5).
But there is still the problem of convergence after the introduction
of the single currency (6). That is a political problem, but solving it
will require the EMU to be provided with an anchor currency worthy
of the name.
The stage of the "scenario" drawn up by the European Monetary
Commission that should be considered first is the intermediate stage,
betweenJanuary 1, 1999 and January 1,2002. The euro will be in circulation during those three years, but it will not be a single currency. It
will merely be a parallel common currency, equivalent to the national
currencies, the mark, the franc, etc., which will all remain in place and
will continue to be used.
This period must be considered by the advocatesand supportersof
the single currency as one stage in the progress toward the final objective ; sceptics will view it as an experiment.
In any case, such an experiment will be worthwhile because,before looking far ahead, we need to look at what is closest to us. What is
closest is the euro, an autonomous currency in its own right, which will
be issued, starting in 1999, by the European System of Central Banks,
and which will be linked to the national currencies with which it circulates at fixed parities.
This euro system already marks great progress compared with the
present system based on the ecu, a composite currency that is the captive of the national currencies in terms of which it is defined and incapable of property carrying out the functions assignedto the pivot currency of a monetary system (7).
That is why, whatever one's opinion of the single currency, and
whatever the ultimate fate of the "scenario", one must hope for the institution of a European central bank, the replacement of the ecu by the
euro, and the fixing of parities without fluctuation margins (8) among
a few strong currencies. A programme of this kind is feasible whilst still
leaving the future uncommitted.
The primary objective of monetary management,taking precedence over all the others, and recognised by everyone, is the stability of the
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9. The egulation of a currency's internal stability (its purchasing
power) and at of its external stability (exchange rate) become dependent on eac other, either becauseof the use, for regulating these two
ValUleS,
of 0 e and the same instrument, or becauseof the pernicious
side-effect one regulation on the other. This is true, for example, of
the interest ate, which curbs inflation but attracts foreign capital, thereby pushin up the exchangerate. It is also true of issuing strong currency in sup oft.of a weak one, which boosts inflation.
The E ostable, as a strong intervention currency, would have no
effect on do estic inflation becauseit is exclusively external. It would
thus break 's undesirable effect of mutual dependenceof one form of
regulation 0 the other, thus contributing to both internal and external
stability.

I

10. In a future that may not be so remote, people will not understand the mo em world's persistentattachment,for use as a standardand
as a referen , to a currency that behaveslike a perpetual yo-yo on the
foreign exc ge markets, whereas no measurementunit has a greater
need of stab lity than the one that is "the only one for comparing all
things in val e terms" (Montesquieu -De ['esprit des [ois).
11. The spontaneous emergence, just after World War II of the
euromarket a term to which, as already stated, one should prefer the
expression" enomarket" given that the ecu will become the euro) is
one of the ost striking events of monetary history. The xenomarket
is a vast spa e bounded by real or virtual borders and distributed over
and between the five continents. The currencies that circulate for transaction p
ses within that space are all currencies whose domestic
counterparts are national currencies used for making payments within
national te .ories, and hence subject to all the uncertainties of value.
The Eu ostable, which is strictly external, will circulate for transaction purp ses only on the xenomarket. As it will be independentof
the factors t at determine a currency's purchasing power, it will retain
its real valu
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numeraire in ternls of real value. Such an objective implies severe and
even rigorous constraints if it is to be achieved.
For that reason alone, the division of the Community into two
groups of States will persist well beyond 2002: some will be inside
and others outside the "European Currency Zone" (9).
There will thus continue to be a problem of parity changes, what
is called "competitive devaluation", which will undoubtedly be made
profitable by the disappearanceof customs duties, even if the subsequent rise in costs finally restoresbalance. Such ups and downs would
be the ruin of all the hopes that have been placed in the single currency. The euro, a national currency just like the dollar and the franc and,
like all anchor currencies used in international monetary systems, will
not solve the problem. There will still be a need for a "stabiliser" to
calm "the almost paranoiac worries of the markets in their neurotic
questfor tranquillisers" and also to discourage speculation(l).
This stabiliser is the anchor currency that has long been sought for
the international monetary system. In the absenceof any alternative,
the role of anchor currency has beenplayed de jure, or simply defacto,
by one or the other of the national currencies (the dollar, the DM, etc.).
But a national currency, which is inevitably a nominal currency because it circulates for payment purposes on its own territory, is incapable
of properly carrying out the functions devolved to an anchor currency,
which are to act as a reference standard (10), an exchange and reserve
medium between States,and as an efficient INTERVENTION
INSTRUMENT
for the purpose of regulating the foreign exchangemarkets.
Only a non-national unit, one that is neutral, excluded from circulation for payment purposes on a territory and reserved for international settlements,can meet the required conditions.
Keynes realised this and, in 1944 at Bretton Woods, he proposed
the "bancor", a neutral, non-national bank money defined by a weight
of gold that could be adjusted so as to maintain its purchasing power.
But Keynes was not listened to. It is true that the technical means available at that time would have made it necessaryto reserve the bancor
for dealings between Central Banks, but recent financial and technolo(1)CharlesDe1amare.
FranceForum.December
1975.
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12. Th I:se samefactors, by facilitating the creation and circulation
of bank mo ey to an extent that was unimaginable a few years ago, risk
depriving e monetary authorities of the remaining means available to
them for" ontrolling" the money supply. They will complicate the
manageme t and discipline problems entailed in the creation of a
"European onetary Zone".
13. Co petitive devaluation is not the only problem: there is also
the proble (for example the German mark), in an opposite and more
general sen e, of chronic overvaluation resulting from constant search
of capital t a safe haven. This is proof of the fact than the international monet
systemneedsan anchor numeraire that will be non-national and will be able to offer guaranteedstability.
14. If 0 ly in the interest of employment and good relations among
the Commu ity Member States, such a form of stabilisation is required
well before 002, or even 1999.
No one disputes the fact that merging, into a single numeraire, the
cufJ!encies f States and peoples with very different institutions and
mentalities, as no chance of successunless the institutions, pending a
change in
mentalities, have been adapted in advance.
The m asuresneeded for such an adaptation, known as "political
union", sho ld be decided on, if not implemented, before 2002, because that is w en the national currencies will disappear and the promises
of union wi be consummated.
A polit cal union will include many things. Foreign affairs and
defence are nvolved, but without any direct relationship with the currency. The udget, finance, taxation, social security, etc. are all directly conceme .There are the elements in respect of which the adaptation measur s should be specified.
15. In tbe days of monarchy, princes and princesseswere betrothed
by treaty be ore they had even met. The possibility of breaking off the
engagement or later of a divorce, was not even contemplated.The reason for this dd practice was to give concrete expressionto a form of

t
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gical developments (the xenomarket (11), electronic transfers, computer systems (12) now make it possible to turn Keynes' proposal into a
reality.
This is where the Eurostable comes in. Thanks to its characteristics of constancy in terms of real value and of neutrality with respectto
national currencies, it meets the conditions required of an anchor currency.
Creating the Eurostable is quite compatible with the provisions of
the Maastricht Treaty. It will not interfere in any way with the choice,
at the start of 1998, of the countries which will participate in the
"European Currency Zone", or with the process of fixing parities.
It meets an imperative need; namely the strengthening of the
European Monetary System, and it would be the instrument the
European Commission has called for to cope with the risks caused by
"competitive devaluations" (13).
Only the final stage of the shift to the single currency might have
to be delayed. The intermediate stage (1999-2002) would go ahead in
any case, and the euro would be introduced at the scheduledtime (14).
In this way, the essenceof the EMU project would be maintained.
The Eurostable's prestigious characteristic of perfect stability in
tenus of real value, something which no currency -not even gold -has
ever had, would convert the disappointed and sceptical peoples of
Europe to the EMU project.
While divergences of view with respect to the single currency,
would disappear, for some becauseof the maintenanceof the programme and respect of the "commitments entered into" ; for others:
because of the prospect of a "strengthened" EMS able to stabilise the
foreign exchange markets would make it possible to delay, if appropriate, generalisation of the single currency and to see it as the culmination of a processof institutional evolution, ratherthan as its motive (15)
political union without having to ask for the opinion of the interested
parties, still less the opinion of the peoples.
As far as the single currency is concerned,the" engagement" must
be concluded, according to the treaty, at the start of 1998, and the official wedding ceremony is planned for January 1, 1999. The "consum-
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mation" of Ithe marriage (abolition of the national currencies) comes
three years ~ater.
From this viewpoint, the irrevocable nature of the commitments
entered int will inevitably pose some questions, especially as these
commitme s are not just for a lifetime, but "for eternity". But let us
remember at the purpose of proclaiming the irrevocability of the
commitme is to assert,as all treaties do (and as the institution of marriage long id), the seriousnessand the permanence for the relation-

ship.
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On January 1, 1999, the euro will replace the ecu with the same
value -one ecu will be equal to one euro. Public opinion, as well as
commentators, see this innovation as only a change of name, but actually there is something more involved. The euro is intrinsically different from the ecu. This fundamental difference alone, quite apart from
all the implications of the single currency and its "scenario", must be
considered a great progress. This step forward is what we should look
at. If we do so, we shall discover an euro "in itself' capable of serving
Europe well, even without being a single currency.
Anyone who has "manipulated" the ecu since its birth, and who
even took part in its delivery, who has immersed himself in the varied
calculations to which the "formula" lent itself, or rather which it demanded, cannot but feel satisfaction that the euro is replacing the ecu,
a composite currency that is the captive of its component national currencies, and is issued for transaction purposes solely by an association
of private eurobanks, without any relationship (but the formula) with
the official ecu used as a unit of account by the European Community.
The euro will be a fully-fledged transactioncurrency. It will be autonomous and will be issued by a central bank, as all national currencies are, a fact that will free it from the handicaps that affect a currency which is composite and private by nature.
It is true that the ecu was created not as a numeraire for transaction purposes but rather as a unit of account. Its (infonnal) develop-
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ment into a ansaction currency is an odd phenomenon,something that
was not re ly intended and planned, and which was not even really
spontaneou .It is worth recalling how it happened.
Its an ogynous nature originated in the differences in point of
view and i tention -as well as of interest -among the Community
member sta es and, fIrst of all, between the French and the Germans.
The forme saw the ecu as the embryo of a currency that would
become the urrency of the European Union, whilst the latter, although
they shared that ambition, feared, more than the French, the effect on
their own c ency of such an experiment that had never been attempted before.
This a counts for the ensuing ambiguities, the hints, the ambiguous direc .ves and the "constant changesof tack". On the one hand,
use of the u as a symbol of European unification was encouraged,
while, on t other, all measuressuitable for fighting inflation (by issuing as fe ecus as possible) were recommended.
In addi ion to that handicap, which is to some extent political, is
its composi nature: the ecu has no autonomousvalue. Its value is defined as the total of the values of the amounts of the eleven national
currencies at compose it.
The v e of a currency is defined by what it can buy. What one
ecu can buy in a country using national currency X is the total of what
can be bou t by the amounts of the national currencies that make up
the ecu, aft conversion into currency X. It follows that the exchange
of one ecu. to currency X is equal to the sum of the exchange rates
into currenc X of the component currencies, weighted, according to
their amoun s used in the formula.
The co plication resulting from sucha definition in the use of the
ecu for tran action purposes along with the national currencies is one
reason, inte alia, why the private ecu is used more for reserve than for
transaction.
ALL ~
SAME,HOWEVER,THE ECU, WHICHWASCREATEDIN 1978,
WASA MAlO~INITIATIVE, from a twin viewpoint: politically, because it
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was pointed to Europe; economically, becauseit was an innovation at
a time when monetary history had probably reached its low point.
The 1970s were a black period in monetary history. Mter President Nixon ended the convertibility of the dollar into gold on August
15, 1971, and once the Fort Knox exchange windows had been closed
(where the foreign central banks had previously been able to exchange
their dollars for gold at the advantageousrate of uso35 per ounce), the
international monetary system drifted, anchor-less.Once again, society displayed its fatal inability to govern the instrument that is most necessary to it, namely money.
Confidence in the dollar as the international anchor currency had
failed, so a replacementwas found for it: the "market". Exchange rate
variations were not only to reflect imbalances in trade and financial exchangesbut were also to correct them, by way of their effects on prices.
This theory completely disregards the huge quantities of international capital to which the xenomarket gives rise, the emergenceof a
global economy, and the role of a national currency -the us dollar -as
the international anchor currency, which continued unofficially afterwards, giving the American banking system the power of creating and
lending its own currency worldwide.
The restraining influence representedby conversion of the dollar
into gold at Fort Knox disappeared; the system got out of control and
inflation rates soared to as much as 20% in the United Kingdom, 12%
in the United States and 7% in Germany, while the franc-dollar exchange rate varied from FRF4.90to FRFI0.20.
The need to restore order to the monetary system, as well as the
searchfor an instrument that would contribute to Europeanunification,
justified the creation of the European Monetary System (EMS)and its
exchange-ratemechanism.
The mechanism'scentrepieceis the ecu. The exchangerates of the
currencies belonging to it, among themselvesand into the ecu, are fixed
and may vary only within a certain margin (:t 2.25% or :t 6%), known
as the fluctuation margin (increased in 1993 to:t 15%).
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As an chor unit, the ecu is inherently defective because of its
composite attire. An anchor currency's essentialrole is to act as a pivot
for a mone
system'snational currencies and to be an instrument of
arbitrage, a well as for intervention, if needed.A look at the arbitrage
mechanism which definies the pivot role, shows how the ecu's composite natur stymies it.
A equ s 4 B, and B equals 5 C. In a state of equilibrium, A would
be exchang d for 4 x 5 = 20 C. On the market, its price happensto be
19 C. A, the pivot and arbitrage instrument, is first sold and is then later
repurchase using B and then C, for a difference which gives the arbitrageur a pr fit of 1/20. Repeating this arbitrage operation has the effect ofh
nising the exchangerates ofB, C and D according to their
position vis a-vis the pivotal currency, A.
But su h harmonisation is possible only if there is a simple and
more or les fixed relationship betweenA, B and C during the arbitrage period, hilst its value in one currency is being compared with its
value as cal ulated in the light of the exchange rates of the other two
currencies. the case of the ecu, becauseof its composition formula,
its value cal ulated in one unit does not depend solely on the exchange
rates of two currencies between themselves but on the rates of eleven
currencies ( e component currencies) among themselves.
The un uitability of the ecu to act as the pivot and anchor of the
system on e foreign exchange market has resulted in confIrming the
Deutschm as Europe's currency.
Anum er of other anomalies handicapthe ecu. The most shocking
of them is e fact that the formula still includes a currency that has left
and remain outside the exchange rate mechanism (the pound), when
the ecu is t e benchmark for regulating the exchange positions of the
currencies b longing to that mechanism among themselves.
The su stitution of the term "euro" for the term "ecu" to designate the future uropean currency was not well received by French public
opinion. Val ry Giscard d'Estaing regretted the fact that the change had
not been su mitted to a referendum. His disappointment is understan-
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dabIe, after all the efforts that had beenmade for more than a decadeto
win acceptancefor the ecu.
Actually, a change of name is justified, if only becauseof the difference of nature between the euro and the ecu. The euro is incomparably better suited than the ecu to the role of anchor currency of the European Monetary Systembecauseit will be a currency in its own right,
issued by a European Central Bank, just as the franc and the mark are
issued by their respective Central Banks, rather than being a composite currency.
It seems that great efforts are going to be made to win European
public opinion over to the euro and to get Europeansto forget the ecu.
There is talk of a budget of millions of ecus. But when you look at the
arguments brought up, the main one appearsto have been left out: the
difference in nature between the euro and the ecu and the euro's superiority for the role for which it is destined.
While
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wishes,eve, if they have not said so for political reasons).This organisaltionis t~e "EcuBankingAssociation".
To be
e, the banking system began encroaching on the privileges of the State and supplanting its currency long ago, but there are
still links.
at a bank transfers (and what is more or less cleared) in
performanc of a payment order is central bank currency. And there is
cash money which only the central bank or the Treasury alone is isSUIng.
The"
u Banking Association" (EBA)has neither a Central Bank
nor a central currency. The ecu which it issues cannotbe exchanged for
official Co
unity ecus which, for their part, do not circulate among
the public. nd there are no banknotes denominated in ecu. Its only
link with th official ecu is its definition in value terms, not a guarantee of conv rsion into the component currencies, which would be
consistent w th its definition.
The cre tion of the EBA is probably without precedent in history,
and the fact at the public and even economists are mostly not familiar with it, ives the measureof the prevailing lack of interest in monetary quest ons. Just like the euromarket, the EBA was a spontaneous
developmen .There was no formal meeting, no European Community
committee r sponsible for creating it. All there was an initiative on the
part of a ve small number of banks, with Credit Lyonnais in the forefront. The estation of the EBA took place in an office at the end of a
long corrido in the Credit Lyonnais' Head Office on the Boulevard des

Italiens.
During he initial years after its birth, the private ecu suffered from
its status as illegitimate child, outside the laws and traditions governing society. Its clearing organisation was of an elementary kind before it was co puterised. It was some time before the BIS offered its cooperation in ccounting management(but not its participation).
Experie~ce with the private ecu should help to familiarise the public with the Iidea that it is possible to create a banking institution with
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a new currency outside the rigid guidelines that are considered essential and, above all, without the support of the monetary authorities'
well-known arsenal of more or less compulsory reserves,assistanceas
lender of last resort, etc.
What the ecu and the EBA have also provided is a glimpse of the
extranational monetary spacecalled the xenomarket, and the possibility of endowing it with its own currency, rather than national currencies.
But the EBA did not take advantageof the opportunity thus offered to it
(and advocated by the Centre Jouffroy) of freeing the ecu, in external
use, from the pernicious effects of the fact that it was created as a nominal currency for internal use. As a result, the characteristic of stability in terms of real value that a specifically external transaction currency can offer, remained unexploited.
The dichotomy between the private ecu and the official ecu, and
the absenceof any government guarantee, did not stop the ecu being
used as a unit of account for issues of bonds, a role in which it was very
successful. But using it in this way resulted in discrepancies between
the theoretical rates as calculated by application of the composition formula to the foreign exchangerates on the market of the componentcurrencies, and the exchange rates applied by the market to the ecu, as if
it were an autonomous currency. Such discrepanciesreached as many
as 0,3 %, one more handicap, added to the others, along with a depreciation in terms of the strong currencies used in its composition.
(As a corollary to this, a legal problem that could become a political problem should be pointed out: when bonds issued in ecus mature,
the borrowers will be entitled to insist on the application of the original definition of the ecu as a "basket of currencies" and, hence, on a
conversion value that may be less than one euro to an ecu.)
In a March 1988 editorial, The Economist wrote:
"If the ecu is to win the hearts and minds of tomorrow's Europeans, it will take more than mere encouragement on the part of governments. It should have a new name and a purchasing power that
does not vary ".
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The ec has changed its name, and it is changing its nature.
The eu 0 will fluctuate less than the ecu, but it will still fluctuate
since it wil be used both for external payments and for internal paymemtswithi its territory, the area of the "European Currency Zone".
EMU, e EMSand the rebirth of its exchangerate mechanism offer
a splendid portunity to make the euro something other than simply a
newecu,
improved one, to be sure, but not freed from the impediments from which the ecu has suffered as an anchor numeraire.
Oppon nts of the single currency are wrong to oppose the introduction of t e euro in January 1999. And they are miscalculating. The
euro will n become a single currency until 2002 -and then only partially -and ot completely until much later. In the meantime, it will be
of great se ice, if only as the pivot currency of the exchangerate me-

chanism.
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